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1 

Introduction 

-----------------· 
During a 2015 summer workshop at the Benaki Muse

um, just over 2km away civilians protested in anger, 

frustration and eventually violence at the parliamen -

tary forecourt of Syntagma Square, Athens. This irt

tense, momentary presence brought on by a growing 

tension surrounding recent anti-austerity measures 

marked an important social and political milestone. 

The momentary disruption was a point of evolution , 

progressing with uncertainty and change. This criti

cal environment was the context for a two-week ad

vanced digital design research project held in Athens. 

It was appropriately titled glitch. The attendance of 

the author was the award of the 2015 Byera Hadley 

Travelling Scholarship . This too involved visiting in-

ternational architectural work by Vienna based firm , 

Coop Himmelb{l)au . It was founded on the idea to 

explore means of design surpassing analogue and b& 

came an endeavour for critical digital practices and 

processes. The collected research is the product of 

a three month investigation across Scandinavia, East 

ern and Western Europe, the Balkans , and the Bos

phorus Strait. This report is presented in two parts. 

First , is a summary of knowledge consumed from the 

workshop , individual research , experiences, discus

sions, and relationships. Secondly, is a case study 

analysis of selected works by Coop Himmelb{l)au. 

The workshop was coordinated by XIA .[1) a Los Ange

les based collaboration between Nefeli Chatzimina and 

Erick Carcamo. Practitioners like XIA. are exemplary 

in their unprecedented intuition and innovation they 

bring to design and its processes. Derived from two 

distinct yet relatable characters; 'X' and 'Atelier. · The 

later translated as a workshop or studio, and , 'X', as 

the unknown factor or outcome of the final process of 

design. The two together are suggestive of an explo -

ration of the unknown. Finding innovation through ex

perimentation and invention. This forms the departure 

point for the paper. As a search for glitch , and an ar

cheology of the critical practice of Coop Himmelb{l)au. 

G/ltch a d1gilal archeology of Coop H1mmelb(l)au 

Figure 1.1- 1.4: Syntagma Square 2015 {Photogra 

pher Nariman Kiazand, 2015) 



.. ----------------· Figure 1.1 'The Cloud ' (Coop 

Himmelblau , 1968 <http:// 

www.coop-himmelblau .at/ar -

chitecture/philosophy/coop

him melblau-is-not-a-color>) 

2 .. ----------------· 
A gli tch exi sts momentarily. Often the result of a sud- Working with the uncanny, an intellectual uncertain -

den surge in current it generates a malfunction, an 

unpred ictab le disruption in appearance and function 

of a normal ised logic . Occurring momentarily and ir-

regu larly , the term has a short history belonging to 

the development of computer based software and 

hardware during the mid 20th century . It is gener -

ally perceived as a negative occurrence consequent 

of its ant i-progress ive and detrimental effects . The 

unspoken potential of this phenomenon however , is 

much more viable . The XIA Summer Workshop , held 

at the Benaki Museum , Pireos , introduced the idea 

of ·glitch( ism )' as an integrated system in the design 

process. The brief was to look into a mechanism that 

generates innovative, 

tecture . It introduced 

potential expressions in archi

a language of design that was 

founded on the disruptive, irrational , and uncanny. 

The abili ty of a glitch to emerge as a known factor 

allows its malfunctioning properties to be integrated 

in the design process as a formalised logic. This 'mal

function ing' mechanism , which in turn is not faulty , 

becomes an expression of a formal aesthetic and aF 

chitectural physiology . The exploration of these oc

curring advanced geometries becomes the byproduct 

of assembly logics and/or formal strategies . Such an 

approach brings into question the relevance of nor

malised processes that operate within contemporary 

architectural practice . It further highlights an archi

tecture that is responsive to its environment. Weth -

er faulty or functioning , its application is implicit in 

relation to its system or field that it operates within. 
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ty, generates an interest in the indeterminate paten -

tial of architecture. The current reliance on advance 

digital practices in contemporary techno-society and 

a developing presence within the architectural disci-

pline has seen a surge in the occurrence and grow

ing potential of these glitches . Similar indeterminate 

approaches have been explored creatively from the 

late 19th century , long before the origin of the term 

glitch.[2] However, glitch distinguishes itself from 

these practices by its exteriorisation of traditional 

principles and corrosive relativism inherent in the de

sign process . The outcome of a glitch is measured 

wholly on its potentials that it brings to a situation. 

The celebration of indeterminacy through design is a 

process familiar in the work of Vienna based firm , Coop 

Himmelb(l)au[3] since their conception in 1968. Coop 

Himmeb(l)au was founded with the seminal work 'The 

Cloud ,' (figure 1.1) on the principle that architecture 

is as buoyant and variable as clouds.[4] A philoso

phy that is reflexive in a radical decade of experimen -

tal architecture amid the trauma of the Vietnam war , 

worldwide antiwar demonstrations, US civil rights ri

ots , 2001 : A space Odyssey and Andy Warhol being 

shot. They believed that design could be reduced to a 

momentary , indeterminate (in their case, often violent) 

action. This act , becomes the mechanism of their de

sign process . The reducibility of the design process to 

a indeterminate mechanism reinforces precedence for 

glitch. This would not be the first time architects and 

artists similarly , have endeavoured in irrational pro-

cesses to challenge and seek new design outcomes . 



The dis-establishment movement of Surrealism during 

the early 20th century popularised "automatism"[5) 

as an irrational practice . It was significant as an art 

characterised by its unorthodox technique of produc -

tion.[6) The Surreal ist approach focused on eliminat 

ing conscious control and preconceived notions of tra

ditional art by replacing it with chance. Most renowned 

of the techniques produced during this era is 'automat -

ic drawing ,'[?) by which the hand could explore freely 

while maintaining continual contact with the surface of 

the paper producing a "dynamic overlay of intertwined 

forms." [8) During the 1920's, surrealist Andre Masson 

pursued this technique in a number of drawings {figure 

1.2) combined with an extreme state of psychosis[9) 

in an effort to reinforce an artistic link with human 

consciousness. [1 OJ However, despite Andre Breton 's 

assertion that Surrealism was "psychic automatism in 

its pure state"[11] the legitimacy of the process as a 

connection to the subconscious was questionable. As 

Steve Edwards and Paul Wood indicate in their book on 

the Avant-garde , "[l]n order for for the visual image to 

be intelligible, it must undergo processes of clarifica -

tion ."[12) This highlighted that a degree of conscious 

intervention influenced the final aesthetic and rendered 

the image more life-like or acceptable. Aside from an 

implicit fraudulence in the practice of automatism , it 

is significant in reinforcing glitch as a contemporary 

variation. The ability of the glitch to be inherently au

tomatic in its production aligns it with the surrealist 

technique in developing irrational processes and ap

propriately situates this research in artistic discourse . 

Glitch· a digital archeology of Coop H1mmelb(l)au 

-----------------· 
"At first it might appear paradoxical to 

work with this condition - to propose that 

the uncertain takes away its uncertainty 

Yet there are encouraging examples of 

people in a range of creative fields who 

work successfully with the uncanny [an 

intellectual uncertainty] and the sublime 

[an existential uncertainty], which sug

gests that architecture could find a way to 

touch upon such territories." 

Kuiper, Perry. Chard, Nat. ·pamphlet architecture 
34 fathoming the unfathomable, Princeton arch1· 

tectural press, New York. 2013 p.6. 

-----------------·3 

Figure 1.2 Automatic Drawing (Andre Masson , un 

known <http ://www. mom a. org/wp/moma _learn-

i ng/wp-content/uploads/2012/07 /Andre-Mas-

son . -Automatic-Drawing-348x395 .jpg >) 
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·----------------. 

It introduces a language 

of design founded on the 

disruptive, irrational, and 

uncanny. 

·----------------. 
The diluted boundary between art and architecture 

was an important scholarship documented in Anthony 

Vidler's 'The architectural uncanny. ' (13] He conceptu -

alised prominent architectural practice 's that interro

gated and diagnosed various tendencies to develop 

a history of modernity . Of these practices, Coop Him 

melb(l)au . Founded by Wolf D. Prix , Helmut Swiczin -

sky , and Michael Holzer in Vienna , Austria. They em

ployed similar indeterminate practices that expanded 

upon automatism , which they termed the "psycho -

gram ." [14] An approach which they believed distilled 

architecture into a single moment , frozen in the initial 

come ingrained in the architects acculturated or edu

cated design practice. (18] The psychogram therefore 

exists as a critical practice for subverting traditional 

logic in the design process in the same manner as a 

glitch in a digital system.(19] What separates the work 

of Coop Himmelblau from automatism is the changed 

context in which it operates. Michael Chapman and 

Michael Ostwald explain Coop Himmeb( l)au work by 

"dismantling the undesigned object, rather than edi-

fying it" as the predecessors of Surrealism did.(20] 

sketch for a building - its 'psychogram ' - and its in- What fundamentally distinguishes glitch from both 

carnation in a simultaneously constructed model. The 

firms focus and overt intentions are explained in an 

interview; ··we [Coop Himmelblau] discuss a project 

during a very long period of maturation, but the phase 

of the execution of the design is very short. "[15] Like 

automatism , Coop Himmelblau use the psychogram as 

a direct interaction between the mind and pencil. The 

moment of execution is captured in an image, a semi

otic structure that is devoid of traditional values.(16] It 

was a technique that was best illustrated in their early 

works, more prominently the 'open house' (figure 1.3). 

This approach excluded all "external circumstances, all 

cl1ches , the interference of ready made ideas" in order 

for the idea to reach pure representation . Harris Dimi

tropoulos in his article on Coop Himmelblau 's process 

the methods of 'automatism ' and 'psychogram ,' is 

the removal of the body as the translating medium. 

Glitching deviates from these two precedented ap-

proaches through its reliance on digital-based prac-

tices. Such an approach fundamentally exteriorises 

the designer and by association, potential subjective 

influence. While it has been explored through other 

digitally based disciplines including film, photography, 

and music,(21] its appearance in architecture remains 

limited.(22] Previous texts in architectural discourse 

indulge in the historical methods[23] associated with 

Coop Himmelb(l)au however fail to address a diverse 

analysis that considers the implications 

ly-based practice.(24] This distinguishes 

2015 Summer Workshop as an important 

of a digital

XIA and the 

contribution 

reinforces the idea of exclusion exclaiming they "want to contemporary architectural and artistic discourse. 

the accretion of culture which contributes to the forma -

lion of the self to not be there ." (17] The aim of which 

is to liberate the design from constraints that have be-

Byera Hadley Travelling Scholarships Journal Series 



Glitch a d1g1tal archeology of Coop H1mmelb(f)au 

·----------------· 

·----------------· 

Figure 1.3: Psychogram for the open house (Coop Himmelblau , 1983) <http://www.coop-himmelblau.at/ 
architecture/pro jects/open-h ou se> 

5 
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·----------------· 

·----------------· 
[1] A design col laborative founded in New York, 2007, be
tween Nefell Chatzimina and Erick Carcamo. Described 
as a "platform of obsessions and aesthetic reformulation 
of design and architecture" the inherent philosophy ex
plores the bond between form and generative typologies. 
"XIA's design intentions and processes deviate towards 
the extreme cond itions of innovation and the pure co
herence of techn ique invention ." See: XIA. 2015 , XIAtelli
er .. viewed 5 December 2015 , <http://www.xatelier.com> 

[2] Refer : the practices of Surrealism and Dada 
during the 20th Century. Breton , Andre. 'Mani -
festo of Surreal ism' (1924) in Richard Seaver and 
Helen R. Lane (eds), Manifestos of Surrealism 
(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press , 1997). 

[3] In a recent change in logo from Coop Himmeblau 
to Coop Himmeb(l)au the firm reinforces the ir abili
ty to do the inevitable. That the end of 'bau ' with the 
potential dropping of the 'I' reflects the german verb 
'Bauen ,' to construct , thus the ability to construct clouds. 

[4] 
lau , 

See: Coop Himmeblau. 
architecture is now', Rizzoli , 

'Coop 
New 

Himmeb -
York , 1983. 

[5] Theorised by Andre Breton , surrealist artists sought to 
generate new imagery, which was separated from bour
geois "establ ishment" values. Following WWI , the artists 
perceived the ir work in relation to the occurring social 
values as fundamentally reactionary, untruthful and lim
iting . Other movements in wh ich Automatism played a 
role during the 20th century included DADA, although it 
techniques have been recogn ised in the late 19th century. 

[6) Derived from the idea of 'automatic drawing ,' au
tomatism was a method of creating art without con
scious interference. The hand of the artist was allowed 
to move freely , as if automatic to produce random -
ly generated images with no formal logic influenc
ing the design . Th is formed a direct connection be-
tween the subconscious and the drawn material. 

[7] The idea of automatic generation was explored 
across a number of techn iques and mediums includ
ing but not limited to painting , frottage, and collage. 

[8] See: Edwards, Steve. Wood , Paul. 'Art of 
the Avant-gardes', Yale Press, 2004. p.430. 

[9) Andre Masson was renowned for working un-
Byera Hadley Travelling Scholarships Journal Series 

der strict conditions, including a lack of sleep or food , 
as a means of reinforcing the rawness of the emotive 
and unconscious response. A number of further tech -
niques were developed by Masson including the act of 
throwing sand at glue. Although he later came to di& 
associate with Surrealism his work played a signifi-
cant contribution in the exploration of automatism. 

[1 OJ Other renowned surrealist artists during the 20th cen
tury who practiced automatism included Francis Bacon 
(1909-92), Max Ernst (1892-1976), and Joan Miro (1893-1983) 

[11) See: Breton , Andre. 'Manifesto of Surrealism ' (1924) in 
Richard Seaver and Helen R.Lane (eds), Manifestos of Surra. 
alism (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press , 1997), p. 26. 

[12) See: Edwards, Steve. Wood , Paul. 'Art of the 
Avant-gardes', Yale Press, 2004. p.430. It further rein
forces the idea inherent in the Avant-garde of the time 
that it existed in mere representation . It derived its 
meaning symbolically through edification of the norm . 

[13) See: Vidler, Anthony. 'The architectural uncanny: Essays 
in the modern Unhomely'. MIT Press, Massachusetts, 1992. 

[14) Wolf Prix acknowledges the association of autom -
atism to the psychogram . See: Sorkin , Michael , 'E* 
quisite Corpse: Writing on buildings' Verso, London . 
1991 . pp .339-52; Prix, Wolf. 'Our architecture has Four 
Cities and Seven Lives', Prix, Get off my Cloud, p.63 

[15] See: Michel , Florence. Helene Contal , Marie, 'Coop 
Himmeblau portrait ', Architecture lnterieure Cree, 
No. 214, Oct./Nov. 1986, 00. 116-17.They go on to fur
ther discuss The only way we can get there is to ma
terially curtail the moment of creation which is rep
resented by design. This also means that we give 
ourselves the means to extract from our subconscious 
the manner in which we are thinking of architecture. 

[16) Ostwald and Chapman further elaborate by stating, 
"the minds impulse (or emotion) is processed into an image 
without passing through an interface or filter." Ostwald. 
M. J. Chapman . M. Privileging the Sketch : Coop Himmel
blau, Non linear dynamics and the Psychogram. 2006. P.2. 

[17] See: Dimitropoulos, Harris, 'Process, or the 
Neo-[modern] in Coop Himmeblau 's work', in Art Pa
pers , March-April , Vol. 17, lss . 2, 1993 pp. 3-6. One could 
argue that they follow the Heideggerian model of the 



urg, Austria (author, 2015) 

, 
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·----------------· 

·----------------· 
relationship between the artist and the work in which 
the work is of importance but the creator is second
ary, like a medium which allows for the birth , the cre
ation of the work : "It is precisely in great art-and only 
such art is under consideration here- that the artist rs 
ma ins inconsequential as compared with the work, al
most like a passageway that destroys itself in the crs 
alive process for the work to emerge." "the origin of 
the work of art", poetry, Language, thought tr. Al
bert Hofstadter, New York: Harper and row, 1971 p. 40 

[18] Michael Chapman and Michael Ostwald come to the 
same conclusion in stating that the psychogram was the 
·· ... architects expression of emotion liberated from the 
constraints that bind conventional architecture." See: Os 
twald . M. J. Chapman . M. Privileging the Sketch: Coop Him
melblau , Non linear dynamics and the Psychogram. 2006 

[19] This is a prominent approach evident in Coop Him
melb(l)au 's unbuilt work , Vektor II. A model of a house 
caught in the moment of an inherently destructive act. 
A sudden occurrence where a long thin blade protrudes 
through the skin of the model. Much like a glitch , the 
blade is a sudden interruption of what was once con
ceived a model house. What is to be learnt from such 
practice is the occurrence of the blade implicating the 
present architectural principles. That being, the under
lying structures inherent in the formation of the archi -
tecture including program, history, memory, and value . 

[20] Ostwald , Michael . J. Chapman, Michael. 'Auto
mated architecture: Violence and nihilism as strategies 
of 'making ' in the tactics of Coop Himmelb(l)au', The
ory, Cambridge Journals, Vol. 10, No. 3/4, 2006. p.246. 

[21] Artists like Takeshi Motu and Richard Devine ex
plore the idea of glitch in music that forms a genre of 
electronic music emerging from the late 1990's. Fo
cusing on an ·aesthetic of failure' it utilised deliberate 
means of disrupting audio outputs . Furthermore, Da
vid Lynch explored glitch-like cinematic in the 1977 
Surrealist film "Eraser Head ." White noise and Gauss
ian noise play an important role in the film in reinforc -
ing an over bearing despotic effect. This technique is 
a technological glitch , mostly attributed to poor illumi
nation and/or high temperature, and/or transmission. 

[22] Perry Kuiper and Nat Chard have a collaborated 
technique of production that utilises uncertain strate -
Byera Hadley Travelling Scholarships Journal Series 

gies in the design process. They argue that "The array 
of possibilities is so vast that the program is typically 
restricted to those things that can be predicted with 
some certainty. While this conceit is a practical neces
sity , we are interested in the indeterminate potential of 
architecture. At first it might appear paradoxical to work 
with this condition - to propose that the uncertain takes 
away its uncertainty." See: Kuiper, Perry. Chard , Nat. 
'pamphlet architecture 34: fathoming the unfathom -
able,' Princeton architectural press, New York. 2013. p.6. 

[23] See: Ostwald , Michael. J. Chapman , Michael. ' Priv~ 
leging the Sketch : Coop Himmeblau, Nonlinear Dynamics 
and the Psychogram ', Design research society, Interna
tional conference in Lisbon, 2006. pp.1-8. And Ostwald , 
Michael. J. Chapman, Michael. 'Automated architecture: 
Violence and nihilism as strategies of 'making' in the tac
tics of Coop Himmelb(l}au', Theory, Cambridge Journals, 
Vol. 10, No. 3/4, 2006. pp.241-248. While such discourse 
may be focused on former practices revolving around 
the Avant-garde and the psychogram, it may provide a 
foundation of knowledge from which to expand upon . 

[24] Coop Himmelb(l)au work with highly advanced 
and recently developed technologies within their ar
chitecture. See: Himmelb(l)au 's 'Jammer Coat' for the 
digital age. An explorative model for responding to 
the current saturation and permeability of technology. 
This is a single example, amongst many that reflect the 
firms forefront approach with digitally based design. 
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·----------------· 

2 

Glitch(ism) 

·----------------· 
A small brief at the beginning of the summer work- being concealed. His comparative study draws the 
shop detailed an initial outline of the project strate
gies that may help its fruition . It however, failed to 
address the inherent factor upon which the research 
re lied . That being , the presence of a glitch . A glitch 
remains unknown until it is uncovered. Like the phi -
losophy of XIA, an exploration of the unknown sug
gests a reorganisation of traditional ordered or struc
tured logic in the design process . This means thinking 
past that of a brief that is problem solving, to a brief 
that is problem find ing . This analogy is reinforced 
by John Frazers's discussion on the evolutionary par
ad igm in arch itecture .[25] Where typically the brief 
represents a criterion , which must be solved through 
program , form , context , Frazor argues that in such 
an approach the solution is often the problem. His 
discussion on 'problem finding ' explains that a design 
outcome or final product has been defined in the early 
stages , as done so by the design brief. Instead, "open 
models of practice" promote the design technique as 

conclusion that "form and behaviour emerge from 
process. " This idea of process is likened to cybernet
ics , which he explains, "organises the mathematics of 
responsive behaviour" regulating conduct of organ -
isms in order to measure performance over a period 
of time .[27] In the context of the summer workshop , 
the rationalisation of a malfunction therefore be 
comes the process of design . Where , the revelation 
of the glitch is characterised by fault, malfunction 
and corruption , at an architectural level the outcome 
is a reformation of aesthetics and physiology. This 
is described as the basic criteria by which the arte
fact is to be understood in the summer workshop : 

"Formal characteristics of the Glitch 
affect the way you perceive the form . Address formal 
qualities that determine the experience of your space. 

The way you design the space 
opposed to an image or object. While there was an changes the way you intend to use the space, the 
initial brief for the research , an overarching idea of way you feel in that space. In the same manner the 
uncertainty re inforced exploration over resolution . 

When a glitch has been discovered , and its under-

Glitch project has to consciously address the way the 
body perceives the design as an architectural object. 

The design will be thought 
lying fault understood it becomes predictable and with the recipe of interiority's, cavities, fig-
manageable as a formalised logic . The glitch there- ures, massing and volumes, solid and void "[28] 
fore becomes a rational mechanism with an irrational 
outcome. Michael Weinstock 's research on 'Morpho -
genesis and the Mathematics of Emergence' [26] may 
shed light on the process of becoming invisible after 

Byera Hadley Travelling Scholarships Journal Series 
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Figure 2.1 : Particle field (author, 2015) 

G/1tc/1 a d1g1tal arc/Jeology of Coop H1mmelb(l)au 

·----------------· 
"In a time so obsessed with establishing the value of 

works as the products of contexts and conditions, the 

architect may take solace in the fact that the corrosive 

relativism that plagues the histonan will not plague the 

architect who curiously traffics m products that, if not 

permanently fixed, and however formed around the flux 

of matter, nevertheless rest on the side of persistence 

They are never reducible to the fleeting interpretations -

or, for that matter, practices - projected onto them Thus, 

architecture is the substrate for the accidents of history 

rather than its embodiment." 

Reiser, Jesse. Umemoto, Nanako. 'Atlas of novel tecton

ics·. Princeton Architectural Press. New York. 2006. P. 18. 

·----------------· 11 
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·----------------· 
Frazor argues that tn such an ap 

proach the solution is often the prob -

/em. H s discussion on 'problem find

ing' explains that a design outcome or 

final product has been defined in the 

early stages. as done so by the design 

brief Instead open models of prac -

tice promote the design technique 

as opposed to an image or object. 

·----------------· 
Over the period of the summer workshop more 
gl itches were discovered and hence, evaluated for 
the ir 1rrationality . Once discovered , they became a 

the design decisions are based on an organisational 
strategy "capable of evolving parametrically to pro-
duce specific effects or behaviours. "(30] As seen in 

rationa l part of the design process . Variations could figure 2.2 and figure 2.3, the diversity of outcomes re-
be produced from the same glitch once its inher - inforce the strategies of SHoP's versioning approach . 
ent logic, or dis-logic 1s understood . Changing the 
original factors , in th is case the geometry, meant the 
mechanism performed in a different manner. The for-
mal aesthetics and function would be considerably 
different as a result . Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 are the 
result of the same glitch that has manipulated a basic 
cubic geometry . By adjusting the complexity of the 
geometry , variations could be produced . The diversi -
ty of the glitch aligns with recent discourse on gener -
at1ve prototyping. SHoP's research in this case , aims 
to expand the discussion on generative prototyping 
through an element definition of 'versioning .' They 
expla in that versioning should not be considered the 
copying of a type or original , and is counter to the 
idea ·originating from a singular identifiable model, 
prototype, or master form. "(29] This is similar in the 
context of simulation that was used in the summer 
workshop . The outcome did not originate from an ob-
ject or ·master form ' but more so an interactive pro-
cess. A response to faulty criteria . SHoP go on to fur-
ther explain , 1n the context of simulation, versioning 
is neither a manipulated archetype with the end goal 
of producing a complete product for mass produc -
t1on . Alternatively , they explain that versioning could 
be seen as a "menu or nomenclature" that organis-
es conditions for configuration as part of responsive 
design criteria . Whereby no base prototype exists , 

Byera Hadley Travelling Scholarships Journal Series 



Figure 2.2 Corrupt Cube (author, 2015) 

Figure 2.3 Corrupt Cube II (author, 2015) 

G/1/ch a d1g1 tat archeology of Coop H1mmelb(l)au 

·----------------· 

Whereby no base prototype exists, 

the design decisions are based on an 

organisational strategy "capable of 

evolving parametrically to produce 

specific effects or behaviours." 3 

·----------------· 13 
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·----------------· 
Ed Ke ller expands upon SHoP 's varia -

tions and design strategies, explain -

ing ''the search for prototypes that 

solve specific 

been replaced 

problems has today 

by prototypes, see-

narios , verst0ns and spread sheets 

that are used to innovate. "[32] 

·----------------· 
The evolving potential of the glitch is therefore de-
pendent on the modes of use. This understanding 
attributes o an assembly logic approach and would 
become the strategy in which to generate irrational 
var•at ons As seen 1n figure 2.5 and 2.6 a series of 
variations could be produced from a single malfunc -
.on These artefacts therefore stand as a series of 

virtual errors that can be examined and evaluated 
aga nst one another. The design process focussed 
on repetition mult1plicat1on , and mutation of the ar-
tefacts [31) Ed Keller expands upon SHoP's varia-
tions and design strategies , explaining "the search 
for prototypes that solve specific problems has to
day been rep aced by prototypes , scenarios, versions 
and spread sheets that are used to innovate. "[32) 
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Figure 2.4 Design outcome (author, 2015) 

,-

Figure 2.5 Generative design (author, 2015) 
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·----------------· 
The limitations of the formal ex

pression 1s that it is meaning -

less without the support of the 

process that defined it. As such, 

it remains an object 

and without meamng. 

tecture is not meant 

icised m isolation, 

be criticised m its 

m isolation 

This archi-

to be crit -

but should 

application. 

·----------------· 

Figure 2.6 Generative design II (author, 2015) 
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Figure 2.5 demonstrates an early example of a ge11-
erative design process. A linear pattern of formal el': 
ploration is evident and increases in complexity un
til it reaches its determined design outcome. From 
here another strain is created and so on , an so forth . 

that was undertaken by the au-

summer workshop began with a 

The design project 

thor during the 

field of inflatable These geometries 
were given a series of performances in relation to 
their environment so that they could respond dy-

geometries. 

namically . Figure 2.7 shows the initial geometry 
of the project. The following figure 2.8 demon -
strates the evolution of geometry through inflation . 

G/lfch a digital archeology of Coop H1mmelb(l)au 

·----------------· 

·----------------· 17 

The aim of the research project was to explore the idea 
of "architectural glitches as prototypes for malfunc -
tioning systems , which in turn do not become faulty , 
but are dependent of their controlled aesthetics ." [33] 
The limitations of the formal expression is that it is 
meaningless without the support of the process that 
defined it. As such, it remains an object in isolation and 
without meaning . This architecture is not meant to be 
criticised in isolation, but should be criticised in its ap
plication . The intention of the workshop was therefore 
to develop and investigate the "notion of proficient 
geometric variations at a level of complexity , so that 
questions towards geometrical effectiveness, accura -
cy and performance can begin to be understood in a 
contemporary setting ." [34] The main framework of 
research was conducted in a computer based , anima
tion software , and by a matter of perception remained 

A glitch has already emerged, and has been proto- scaleless . As a result , the scale was determinate of 
typed in earlier formal explorations . The manipula - the individuals perception of space in relation to an 
tion in this project illustrates a clear reorganisation of architectura l environment. It was therefore important 
certain spatial properties. Through observation it is for the research to be integrated into a reality . That 
clear that a number of qualities that defined the prevf- it would have properties that are inherently realistic 
ous geometry has undergone a transformation . First- through a mutation and adaption to its environment. 
ly , the field that defined the relations between each This understanding is reinforced by Sanford Kwin-
individual element has been reorganised through in
tegration of mass and void . As a result, the spatial 
awareness is redefined in a more fluid manner, and in. 
terior and exterior is no longer defined by closed vol -
umes but by openings and proximity. Furthermore, 
complexity has been introduced into the layering 

of the skin. The resulting outcome is a series of in
twined layers as opposed to an isolated composition . 

ter's seminal work on formalism .[35] his essay hopes 
to establish a "true formalism"[36] against poor for-
malists[37] who utilise advanced computer software 
to manipulate objective and sculptural form. These 
approaches he believes fail to give thought to actu
al mechanisms of formalism. Meaning , that while this 
new modelling software has allowed the possibility to 
produce extravagant collisions in material and object, 
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·----------------· 
As the live mechanics of the glitch al

low the user to change the input at any 

given moment. A change in the input or 

output field has a direct result its oppo -

sition by translation through the fault. 

While this was not explored within the 

scope of th e workshop, the ability of 

the rationalised model as a translating 

medium gives it an 'active sense ' that 

may lead to an ever changing process. 

·----------------· 
there has been little true discursive discourse or ex
ploration into the creation of these forms . Expanding 
on the idea of formalism introduced by Johann Wolf
gang von Goethe , Kwinter argues that simple structure 
end-products should become the "active, ever-chang -
ing processes ." (38] His description here could be said 
true of the glitch process. As the live mechanics of the 
glitch allow the user to change the input at any given 
moment. A change in the input or output field has a 
direct result on its opposition by translation through 
the fault. While this was not explored within the scope 
of the workshop , the ability of the rationalised model 
as a translating medium gives it an 'active sense ' that 
may lead to an ever changing process . More research 

Figure 2.7 Phase 1 (author, 2015) 

in th is area would be required. The realisation of the Figure 2.8 Phase 2 (author, 2015) 
research project was to be evaluated by three design 
criteria; structure, skin , and mass . The fol lowing im-
ages are the authors research project in exploration 
of these design intentions as a result of its ap pl ica -
tion in a contemporary setting. While these may not 
be exemplary explorations they signi fy a beginning. 
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Figure 2.9 Wireframe Geometry (author, 2015) 



Figure 2.9 Phase 3 (author, 2015) 



·----------------· 

Figure 2.10 Original geometry (author, 2015) 
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Figure 2.11 Glitched outcome (author, 2015) 





Figure 2.12-15 Field Diagrams 
(author, 2015) 
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Figure 2.16 Skin Structure (author, 2015) 

Figure 2.17 Internal Render (author, 2015) 
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Figure 2.19 Skin framework (author, 2015) 
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Figure 2 19 Internal render (author, 2015) 
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Figure 2 20 External Render (author, 2015) 
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Figure 2.21 External Render (author, 2015) 
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Figure 2.22 Athens Summer Workshop 2015 (author, 2015) 



-----------------· 

3 

Case study: Coop 
Himmelblau 

34 -----------------· 

Situated on the southern shore of the Limfjord in the 
heart of Aalborg, Denmark, the House of Music 11(39) 

both stands and collapses to its surroundings. Local -
ed at the narrowest point on the channel, the city of 

Aalborg prospered as a trading hub for the northern 

region of Denmark developing a prominent industrial 
based working-class. A past that has up until recent -

ly , long stood as the cities identity . An ongoing dem -
olition of industrial structures however, is paving the 

way for a renewed prosperity of knowledge-based 

lifestyles (figure 3.3). The completion of Coop Him
melb{l)au 's House of Music II in 2012 signified the 

changing industrial identity with the presence of a 
national cultural landmark. This challenging pretext 
reverberates in the rich experience of the building it

self. The building is best understood in composition 

of its four facades. Setback from the waterfront by an 
expansive concrete plane , a diaphanous membrane of 

glass and steel flows out of the heart of the building 
overlapping itself as it engulfs the immediate land -

scape (figure 3.1 & 3.2). A small rigid box, caught in 
the surface of the diaphanous membrane serves as 

the main public entrance to the building .(40) This is 

in contrast to the remaining three facades that turn 

their back towards the city sheltering the diaphanous 

membrane in a gigantic concrete box. The formal dis

ruption in the entry facade draws a distinct parallel to 
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Figure 3.1 House of Music II, Aalborg, Denmark (au 
thor, 2015) 



Figure 3.3 House of Music II , Aalborg , Denmark 
(author, 2015) 

Glitch a d1g1tal archeology of Coop H1mmelb(l}au 

Figure 3.2 House of Music 11 , Aal
borg , Denmark (author, 2015) 35 
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.. ----------------· 

.. ----------------· 
the unbuilt Open House· that the archi tects expla in, 
[T]he feeling of the inside stretches the skin of the 

outside "[41] The three concrete box's are elevated 
on pilot i s resonating the language of Le Corbusier's 
La Tourette 1n Lyon , France (figu re 3. 5).[42] This 
concrete encased monastery is derived from the typ i -
ca l Dom inican order that draws religiou s signi fi cance 
from an internal ised ideology focusing inwards . 

Wh ile th is may have been the starting point for the 
House of Music 11 , a centralised uniformi ty is over -
turned in the outward expression of th e entry facade. 
The more obvious outcome of this approach is to pro -
mote the buildings function and presence as open and 
inv1t1ng to the public. It 1s however , this idea of 'open -
ness that 1s characteristically uncertain in nature and 
d1srupt1ve towards pre-determin ed experi ences . The 
concept of an ·open architecture" described by Coop 
H1mmelb{ l)au , 1s an effort to produce arch itecture 
that 1s · not for a specific purpose." [43] The recog-
nition of ·a specific purpose· 1s by association wi th a 
context or program commonly inherent with a typol
ogy While the building 1s the arch etype of a music 
school and concert hall reinforced by a rigi d program 
of teaching spaces, sound room's , lobby , theatre and 
stage an overarching typology however, is somewhat 
elusive Further insight is given away by its title , as 
suggested by the architects to be more so a 'house,' 
than inst1tut1on Where th e latter stands as a body of 
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Figure 3.4 House of Music 11 , Aalborg , Denmark (author, 
2015) 

social and political pre-determinism , the house is its 
domestic counterpart concerned with the incubation 
and growth of family .[44] Such a loose association 
wi th a Coop Himmelb{l)au building is brought to light 
in Jeffery Kipnis ' essay 'Exile on Ringstrasse' explain
ing that , "[Coop Himmelb{l)au] refuses predetermi -
nat ion , refuses , that is , to be justified by allegiance to 
precedent or context or even the program that gives 
rise to it. "[45] What is interesting in this understand -
ing , is that the result of such 'refusal ' that Kipnis de
scribed , would require it to perform and function in a 
significantly different manner. 
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Figure 3.5 La Tourette, Lyon , France (author, 2015) 

Figure 3.6 House of Music 11, Aalborg , Denmark (author, 2015) 
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Derived from the original sketch, the cir

culation swarms through the mass of the 

cloud, intersecting and dissecting its skin 

and mass. As a result, pathways depart -

ing the foyer lead to all heights of the 

building in a number of directions. Exits 

and entries collide with the surface to 

create out of place occurrences . 

.. ----------------· 
The idea of incubation can be visually discerned by ence readily becomes performer through exposed 
the hierarchical arrangement of rooms in the build- openings in both facade and concert hall. The nega -
1ngs floor plan (figure 3. 7 & 3.8) . [46] Whereby , im-
portance is given to the 1,300 seat concert hall en-

veloped on three sides by the rigid encasement of 

learning facilities . It is isolated from this nest by 
means of a continuous circulatory pathway that me -
anders around the hall joining the two elements at 
selected locations.[47] The composition of the num -
ber of differing functions owes its success to the cir -
cu1tous pathways that meander throughout the build -

ing [48] Parallel can be drawn to Friedrich Kiesler's 
unbuilt project , 'Endless House. '[49] Like the Endless 
House, Coop H1mmelb(l)au dilute thresholds (figure 
3 9) to create a seamless overlapping of spaces . Al -
ternat1vely , rather than an uninterrupted , continuous 
path , the architects generate occasional limits that 
define path ends (figure 3.10) . A similar execution 
of interna l circulation is found in the Musee De Con -
fluence 's in Lyon (figure 3.12-19). Derived from the 
original sketch, the circulation swarms through the 
mass of the cloud , intersecting and dissecting its skin 
and mass As a result , pathways departing the foyer 
lead to all heights of the building in a number of di -
rect1ons Exits and entries collide with the surface to 
create out of place occurrences. (figure 1.13). Such 
an approach brings into question the openness , or 
planned openness of the buildings function . Further -
more , an overwhelming public infiltration[50] brings 
into question the functional boundaries. The audi -
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tive perforations and exposed openings in the facade 
create an array of extruded ornaments that is read 
statically like music,[51] and in movement as perfor -
mance. The (lack-thereof) hierarchy and transparen -
cy of teaching spaces openly interprets visitors as 
students and vice-versa . Such an experience finds 

a harmony between learning, practice, viewing and 
performance, and indicates a significant shift in the 
dissolution of public and private boundaries. The ar
chitects describe as a kind of 'shared space. '(52] 
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Figure 3.7 House of Music II Ground Floor Plan (Coop Himmelblau, 2012) < http://www.coop-himmelblau .at/archi 
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Figure 3.9 House of Music II diluted edge between 
inside and outside , function and circulation (author, 
2015) 

Figure 3.10 House of Music II end to a circulation 
path that looks out over the Limfjord (author, 2015) 
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Figure 3.11 House of Music II overlapping of circu 
lation spaces that connect interiors and exteriors 
(author, 2015) 
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Figure 3.12 Musee De Confluences Foyer (author, 2015) 
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Figure 3.13 Musee De Confluences external exits (author, 
2015) 

Figure 3.15 Musee De Confluences roof landscape (author, 2015) 

Gfllch a d1g1/al archeology of Coop Hunmelb(l)au 

Figure 3.14 Musee De Confluences central corridor (au 
thor, 2015) 
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Figure 3.16 Mu see De Confluences Foyer (author, 2015) 
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Figure 3.17 Musee De Confluences roof landscape (author, 2015) 

Figure 3.18 Musee De Confluences (author, 2015) Figure 3.19 Musee De Confluences central corridor 
(author, 2015) 
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46 .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • Figure 3.20 House of Music II (author, 2015) 

This however does not retain the argument 'not for a portunities , a kind of programatic laissez faire . 

specific' purpose that Coop Himmelb{l)au pertain to . 

While there 1s a certain refusal to a prescribed typo! -

ogy, the functional execution of the building remains 

determined. The infiltration of the public, combined 

with an unprescribed circulatory network reinforces 

irrational ity and is an attempt to dilute prescribed 

perceptions of space. Such an understanding, com

bined with the knowledge of the 'sketch ' pertains to 

an architecture of representation . The building re-

mains symbolic in its approach to indeterm inism and 

more so puts into question the idea of typology by 

means of irrationality , rather than denoting typology 

altogether This is rem iniscent of an earl ier Avant-gar -

de approach reinforcing edification . 

Michael Hensel and Achim Menges in their ' inclusive 

discourse towards a heterogeneous architecture[53] 

argue that "a purely dynamic architecture is contra -

dictory to the idea of type and typology ." This they 

believe , "undermines the relevance of programmat -

ic determination in the design criteria. "[54] Such an 

understanding requires further analysis of the present 

dynamic expression in the House of Music II that ex

ceeds the realised physicality of the building . Direct -

ly above the foyer is a mezzanine bar and informal 

theatre with views overlooking the Limfjord . During 

an orchestra the sound is carried down into the foyer 

by a carved out concrete staircase {figure 3.21 ). The 

mass of the switchback stair is suspended in space 

The awkwardness of visitors floating around the inte - as it gradually spirals down into the three-storey foy -

nor of the building questioning their newly found lib - er. It is interesting to note that this staircase is a re-

erty and legal presence in any given room lends itself occurring element in Coop Himmelb{l)au 's work. As 

to a questionable and reflexive subjectivity. Such that seen in Lyon , Kipnis too describes a "[C]continuing 

1t puts into question the individual subjectivity and on the sinuous ribbons of circulation... the switchback 

institutional behaviour inherently controlled within 

the cultural and educational typologies . Where the 

staircase landing floats in midair , staging views into 

the space." [55] {figure 3.16) Unlike Lyon or the Gron -

inhabitants struggle to find individuality by subjec - inger Museum however , the staircase in Aalborg is not 

tive association with a defined purpose or being , it acute in nature but more so curves with the lyrical 

reinforces a loose association of typology with the ar- performance of sound . It winds down in a manner that 

tefact in question . As such , it is neither more a school captures the soft reverberation of music as it echoes 

th an concert hall , nor theatre than public space , but off the concrete interior of the foyer . This reoccurring 

more so a formal amalgamation of programatic op - element Kipnis believes , is "the result of an evolution 
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Figure 3.21 Foyer (author, 2015) 

in which the floating single-celled spheres inside The 

Cloud slowly merge with the zigzag and winding cir -

culation devices into new organisms, architecturali -

sations of the city not just as image but as sounds, 

rhythms , and sensations ." (56] The staircase and 

circulation in general , hold an importance in Coop 

Himmelb(l)au 's work that exceeds their functional 

requirements . The continuity of these adjoining ele -

ments become part of a connective 

urban fabric . The architects have 

tential of the immediate landscape 

lighting (figure 3.23). Its effect 

and performative 

explored the po -

through artificial 

however, falls into 

representation as the artificial lines drawn embedded 

in the plan , bare no distinct relationship to the flow of 

music internally . A connection is made in the overall 

formal disruption of the cubic geometry , however the 

execution hampers its human-scale success. Where 

there is intended a smooth environmental gradient , 

the fixed panes of glass and double door entry, lim -

it potential connectivity . In light of dynamic perfor

mance, Hensel and Menges go on to further explain 

that it can "only be judged through the occupation 

and experience of the building itself. "(57] This al-

ludes to the experience that Kipnis richly describes. 

It is however, in this instance that the dynamism with -

in the building remains in the perception and expe -

rience of the occupant rather than the architecture. 

G/1/c/1 a d1g1tal arc/1eology of Coop H1mmelb(l)au 

Figure 3.22 Foyer (author, 2015) 
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Figure 3.23 Environmental gradient (author, 2015) 
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Further significance for such formal arrangements 
can be understood as a disruption in the representa
tion of a predisposed certainty . That is , the traditional 

Figure 3.24 BMW Welt Munich , Germany (au
thor, 2015) 

column it is habitable , circulated and exhibited. The 
double helix cone similarly features in Dresden (fig -
ure 3.27) , although the integration in the UFA Cinema 

function of architecture ceases to exist. Such a state - Centre did not have a structural necessity . A number 
ment is argued by Coop Himmelb(l)au attributing the 
architectural function of protection to be obsolete 
since the invention of the space suit in the 1960's. 
[58] This is most notable in BMW Welt , Munich, com -
pleted in 2006. The conceptual sketch for the proj -
eel defines two distinct elements; a cloud , defined 
by an inanimate form over the ground plane and , a 
cone that gracefully connects the two . The cone as 
the architects describe is to generate a spatial identi -
ty that forms a relationship with the existing compa -
ny headquarters that lies adjacent at the intersection 
of two motorways. The opposing direction of these 
two motorways intersect at the corner of the site on 
which the cone is located and reverberate a velocity 
that curls the glass and steel vortex structure (figure 
3.26). In an exh ibition in Frankfurt, 2015 ,(60] the col -
laborative engineering team Bollinger and Grohmann 
describe Coop Himmelb(l)au 's work as "the dream 
of flying" with an apparent "negation of gravity ." (61] 
They worked this concept together through the for -
mal expression of the cloud in Munich. The lightness 
of the cloud is achieved through a minimal number 
of struts and an efficient space framework . The cone 

of other disfigured geometric shapes accompany the 
double helix in the lobby , in Dresden. As such , from 
the completion of the UFA Cinema Centre in Dresden 
in 1998 to Munich 2006, there is evidence of an evo -
lution in the formal approach of Coop Himmelb(l)au. 
The geometries which previously existed as disman -
tied objects[62] are presently components of an in -
tegrated formalism. Such a transformation is signifi -
cant in arguing traditional geometries as objects, and 
reinforces a complexity in the relationship between 
forms .(63] 

Through the cone , the cloud maintains its relation
ship with the ground and signifies the departure as if 
its mass has been inflated from that point. As illus -
!rated in the original sketch , the cloud maintains its 
presence as an isolated body . The isolation of which 
distinguishes it more so as a cloud than a roof to 
which Coop Himmelb(l)au describe as transformation 
from necessity to expression. They go on to explain , 
"Corbusier and his garden on the roof of the Unite in 
Marseille , and Oscar Neimer with his roof that does 

itself is a significant structural component for stress not follow the layout of the house, but acts as a kind 
loading, thus reducing need for additional supports . of frame for the view, grace a new meaning to that 
The cone in th is sense plays a fundamental role as particular construction element. "(64] They conclude 
a column over a formal feature . Alternatively , as a with the idea that roofs are valued as a specific and 
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Figure 3.25 BMW Welt Munich , Germany (author, 2015) 

Figure 3.26 BMW Welt Munich, Germany (author, 2015) 
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depe de11 eans o e press1on 1n architecture 

ore so e 1dent in BMW Weit where the mass 

o roo beco es a ang ble landscape elevated to 

c ea·e n· ac · be veen ts presence and he ground 

:l a e T e arch1 ec ure n this nstance 1s not defined 

o! bu · e eme ts or assemb ed components 1n the 

ad• o a sense o arch tee ure . Instead 1n their in 

ca· a : ;:iuo 1ca on Get o my cloud in 1968 they 

arg e 

Ou a-c 1·ec·ure has no phys1ca 1 ground plan, but 

a ps,c c one , 'a Is no :anger exist Our spaces are 

p sa· ng oa loons Our heartbea becomes space 

o ' :ace s · e 'acade [65] 

Byera adie'f ra e ng SchO ars ps Journal Senes 

Figure 3.27-29 UFA Cinema Centre Dresden , Ger 
many (author, 2015) 
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Figure 3.30 BMW Welt Munich , Germany (author, 2015) 

Figure 3.31 BMW Welt Munich , Germany (author, 2015) 
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[39] While there may be work by Coop Himmelb{I) 
au that is exemplary for the research, such as the Ak
ron Art Museum extension in Ohio, USA, and the Da
lian International Conference Centre in China, their dis
tance from the central location of research in Western 
Europe is beyond the scope of this research . They will 
however be covered in the preliminary survey studies 
to ensure thorough background knowledge of the in
tended subject. While visiting a vast majority of Coop 
Himmelb{l)au·s work, the research will be critical of sig
nificant milestones in such work as: House of Music 11 , 
Aalborg , Denmark, 2014; Musee des Confluences, Lyon, 
France, 2014; Martin Luther Church , Hainburg, Austria, 
2011 ; BMW Welt , Munich , Germany, 2007; UFA Cinema 
Centre, Dresden, Germany, 1998 and; Rooftop Remod -
el ling , Vienna , Austria , 1988. The research maintains a 
level of diversity across the career of Coop Himmelb{I) 
au with various years of completion and typology. The 
majority of case studies are public buildings and is in
tended to provide a framework of contextual analysis for 
the interaction of the given building with its audience. 

[40] Th is kind of formal composition of the main en
trance is a reoccurring theme in Coop Himmelb{l)au's 
work The UFA Cinema Centre in Dresden , Germany 
has a similar treatment , where the glass crystal that ris 
es out of the ground is perforated by a basic geomet
ric box that functions as the entrance. This reoccurring 
treatment reinforces a significant understanding of Coop 
Himmelb{ l)au and their conflict with the principle of 
an 'entry ." The entrance is an example of a pre-deter
mined architectural requirement for reasons of securi-
ty , threshold , conversation , and separation. There is a 
constant exploration of the entrance in their work, that 
ra ises a constant confl ict between an 'open architecture ' 
and a controlled certainty. This idea is explored humor
ously later in the Musee De Confluence, Lyon , France. 
In this build ing the idea of circulation is expressed in 
contention with a formal body that signifies a room. 
The idea of entrance is put into question where a num
ber of circu lation points intersect and diverge from this 
body to create an array of openings. The humour of it 
is found in the redundancy of some of these openings. 

[41] 
furt 
es 

See: COOP 
Lyon Dal ian , 2015 

Arch1tekturmuseum , 

HIMMELB{L)AU. 
held at DAM 

Frankfurt/Main, 
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Frank -
Deutsch

Germany. 

[42] See: Coop Himmelb{l)au, 2015, Musee De Con-
fluences , Coop Himmelb{l)au, viewed 5 Decem -
ber 2015, <http://www.coop-himmelblau .at/ar-
c hi tectu re/projects / mu see-des-confluences> 

[43] See: Coop Himmelblau. 'The dissolution of our bod -
ies in the city.' ANY: Architecture New York . 1993. 0, (May/ 
June), nag. The underpinning of the psychogram as the for
mal generator in the Open House reinforced the concept 
of an open architecture. In terms of spatial arrangements 
that did not define nor restrict its user. This approach is re -
inforced in their seminal essay, in 1983. They state: "Archi-
tecture is not accommodating. Because accommodation 
and classification are - in architecture as well as in social 
life - expressions of a rigid, reactionary, and entrenched 
attitude." Refer: Kandeler-Fritsch, Martina. Kramer, 
Thomas. 'Get offof my cloud : Wolf D. Prix: Coop Himmel
blau : Texts, 1968-2005', Hate Cantz, Munich , 2005 . p.50 . 

[44] In a way, the analogy of a house reinforces an as 
sociation with La Tourette focusing on an internalised 
ideology. However, in the instance of House of Music 
11, it would be best understood as an integrated field 
that internal functions as a relationship of its parts, 
as opposed to an overarching single point of origin. 

[45] 
in 'A 
tu re. ' 

See: Kipnis, 
Question of 
MIT Press, 

Jeffrey. 'Exile on Ringstrasse' 
Qualities: essays in architec-
Cambridge. 2013. pp.35-52. 

[46] While the qualities of a house as such, are recognis
ably translated in the artefact in question the idea stands 
as a means to dilute the presence of a predetermined 
typology. As such, it houses a composition of rooms 
and functions that would normally exist on their own. 

[47] In their sketch for the cloud, the circulation drawn 
across the page does not 'meander' through the volume. 
Instead, the motion of the hand goes much more unno
ticed in a manner reminiscent of the psychogram. The un
broken line more so 'dissects' the volume than dictates. 

[48] This is reinforced in the sketch of building itself 
where the architects use in conflict the broken and con
tinuous line. Where the continuous line reflects a kind of 
meandering path of separation between certain formal 
elements, whether defined by program or relationship, 
the broken, or dotted , line overlaps these established 
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Architekturmuseum, Frankfurt/Main , Germany. boundaries in an informal manner. This manner shares es 
a relationship with either side of the line, conflicting 

(62] Chapman and Ostwald described these objects the permanence that has been established previously. 

(49] Endless House: unbuilt project by Freder -
ick Kiesler, exhibited in model form in 1959-1960 
at the Museum of Modern Art in New York. In it , 
the architect south to dissolve the visual, real , im
age, and environment into a freely flowing space . 

(50] While much of this permeability can be attributed 
to a successful management system , it was also thought 
out in the architectural conceptualisation. See: Coop 
Himmelb(l)au, 2015 , House of Music II , Coop Himmelb(I) 
au, viewed 5 December 2015 , <http ://www.coop-him 
melblau .at/architecture/projects/house-of-music-ii> The 
need for such permeability can be attributed to demand 
for the building to accommodate a number of tenants. 
The facility is rented out to the Aalborg Symphony Or
chestra , Aalborg Un iversity, Orkester Norden , and Royal 
Academy of Music. The arrangement of requirements 
and occupation reinforces the idea of the house of mu-
sic as an overarching structure that accommodates. 

(51] See: Coop Himmelb(l)au , 2015 , House of 
Music 11 , Coop Himmelb(l)au, viewed 5 De-
cember 2015 , <http ://www.coop-himmelblau . 
at/architecture / projects / house-of-music-ii> 

(52] See: Coop Himmelb(l)au , 2015 , House of 
Music II , Coop Himmelb(l)au , viewed 5 De-
cember 2015 , <http ://www.coop-himmelblau . 
at/ architecture / p roj ects / h o use-of-mu sic-ii> 

(53] See: Hensel , Michael and Menges, Ach im , 
'Towards an Inclusive Discourse on Heteroge -
neous Architectures', in Morpho-Ecologies , Ar-
chitectural Association , London , 2007, pp .16-60. 

(54] See: Hensel , Michael and Menges, Achim , 
'Towards an Inclusive Discourse on Heteroge -
neous Architectures', in Morpho-Ecologies, Ar-
chitectural Association , London , 2007, pp.16-60. 

[55] See: Kipnis , Jeffrey. 'Exile on Ring -
strasse' in 'A Question of Qualities: essays in ar-
chitecture .' MIT Press , Cambridge. 2013. p.48. 

(56] See: Kipnis , Jeffrey. 'Exile on Ring -
strasse' in 'A Question of Qualities: essays in ar-
chitecture .' MIT Press , Cambridge. 2013. p.48. 

(57] See: Hensel , Michael and Menges, Achim , 
'Towards an Inclusive Discourse on Heteroge -
neous Architectures', in Morpho-Ecologies, Ar-
chitectural Association , London , 2007 , pp.16-60 . 

(58] Refer: COOP HIMMELB(L)AU. Frankfurt Lyon Da
lian, 2015 held at DAM Deutsches Architekturmuseum , 
Frankfurt/Main , Germany. They explain that "[l]n the 
1960 decade, the space suit was invented . This was a 
sign for us that the protection function of architecture 
had entered obsolescence. Indeed, this suit would un
der the most extreme conditions suffice as a hull for 
humans and control their bodily functions. At the same 
time, movement of human beings in a space devoid of 
gravity was viewed as a departure from the renaissance 
way of seeing things, that is, the central perspective. 
Ever since Gothic architects invented the flying but -
tress, architects have dreamed to overcome gravity." 

(59] See: Coop Himmelb(l)au, 2015 , BMW Welt , Coop 
Himmelb(l)au, viewed 5 December 2015 , <http://www. 
coop-him mel bla u. at/architectu re/projects/bmw-welt/> 

(60] See: COOP HIMMELB(L)AU. Frank -
furl Lyon Dalian , 2015 held at DAM Deutsch -
es Architekturmuseum , Frankfurt/Main , Germany. 

[61] See: COOP HIMMELB(L)AU. Frank -
furl Lyon Dalian , 2015 held at DAM Deutsch-

as capitalist in nature that Coop Himmelb(l)au sort to 
undermine through violence and indeterminacy. Re
fer: Ostwald , Michael. J. Chapman, Michael. 'Automat 
ed architecture: Violence and nihilism as strategies of 
'making' in the tactics of Coop Himmelb(l)au', Theory , 
Cambridge Journals, Vol. 10, No. 3/4, 2006. pp.241-248 . 

(63] Roger Caillois, in his seminal work 'Mimicry and Leg
endary Psychasthenia', (1977) describes a transforma -
lion that is leading architecture away from the assem
blage of joints and components towards an alternative 
that is to understand - or redefine - the static relation
ship between object and environment as a dynamic in
teraction . This he argues, to perceive material , not as 
an application to predetermined geometries but as an 
inherent condition , a subatomic organisation of matter. 
See: Caillois, Roger, 'Mimicry and Legendary Psychas
thenia', in OCTOBER: The First Decade 1976-1986, John 
Shepley Trans. , The MIT Press , Cambridge, 1977, pp.16-32. 

(64] See: COOP HIMMELB(L)AU. Frankfurt Lyon Da
lian , 2015 held at DAM Deutsches Architekturmuse -
um , Frankfurt/Main , Germany. Other elements are 
brought into question including the balustrades cease 
to be partitioning elements but evolve from a continu-
ation of movement into a platforms and static spaces. 

(65] See: Kandeler-Fritsch , Martina . Kramer, Thom- 53 
as . 'Get off of my cloud : Wolf D. Prix: Coop Himmel
blau: Texts, 1968-2005', Hate Cantz , Munich, 2005. p.25 . 
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3 

Conclusion 

.. ----------------· 
Where a malfunction or hitch would negatively dis -

rupt a normal ised process , it is also a potential 

generator for an irrational architecture. The ratio -

nalisation of a glitch , as a mechanism in the design 

process demonstrates innovative , potential expres -

sions of fo rm al logics and bu ilding physiologies . It 

creat ively quest ions the preconception that a fault 

is a negat ive occurrence, and suggests it could be 

th e generator for irrat ional formal exploration . The 

viabili ty of this approach is sign ificant when one 

considers the advancement of digital practices in 

contempora ry soci ety and , the reliance of soft

ware and hardware in the arch itectural discipline . 

be perceived as a rational decision following its emer -

gence. This technique elaboration was the generator 

for innovation and potential architectural expressions . 

The 2015 XIA Summer Workshop , held at the Bena -

ki Museum , Pireos, introduced the idea of glitch as 

an assembly logic in the expression of a formalised 

fault. Participating in the summer workshop was 

not only significant for its digitally based practic -

es, but demonstrated an unprecedented approach 

that explored innovation through manipulation . The 

exploration of faulty mechanisms demonstrates a 

fundamental shift in thinking towards design by 

questioning the relevance of learnt or educated 
While thi s research demonstrated that glitch is not dis - practices. Such an approach does not constrain the 
similar to preceding irrational design , it distinguished design process to the known , but allows it to devel -
itself as a contemporary variation of those associat- op openly . Thus, promoting individual exploration 
ed processes. Simil ar indeterminate approaches have progressing through experimentation and variation . 
been explored from the late 19th century including 

the work of Dada and Surrealism through 'automat - Most significantly , the workshop demonstrated two 
ic drawin g.· In archi tecture, Coop Himmelb(I )au de - fundamental qualities of a glitch . Firstly , it demon -
veloped a crit ical practice of 'the psychogram .' As 

a mech ani sm, gli tch distinguished itself from these 

practices through its medium of digital technology. 

The exteriorisation of learnt or educated principles 

did not constra in the process allowing it to perform 

irrat ionally. Further research on the process of glitch , 

strates a reorganisation of the design process from 

problem solving to a process that is problem finding . 

This idea reinforced exploration over resolution . Not 

only was it searching for an inherent fault within a nor -

malised logic , but it allowed the process to operate 

openly . This meant there was no fixed idea of begin -
derived from the summer workshop and a post-ratio ning or final design outcome. While there was a per -
nalisat ion , demonstrated that irrationality was the ceived outcome, that being an architectural project , its 
outcome , and did not define the process. In fact , the aesthetics and functionality were entirely uncertain. 
process of gli tch was inherent ly rat ional. Where auto -

matic drawi ng and the psychogram where an irratio - Secondly , it highlighted that a glitch is implicit in its 
nal approach with an irrat ional outcome, glitch could environment. Meaning , that it cannot be perceived in 
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its individuality , and only as an integrated and dy-

namic part of its context. A glitch for instance, is 

understood by its implications of a normalised sys-

tern and is characterised by faulty and corrupt ef -

fects . In an architectural context th is demonstrates 

a reorganisation of formal aesthetics and physiol -

ogy. The influence of Weinstock's research intro -

duced the idea of a dynamic environment where 

Glitch: a d1gllal arcl1eo/ogy of Coop H1mmelb(l)au .. ----------------· 

-----------------· 
approach away from a merely aesthetic approach. 

However, while the architects pertain to a kind 

of 'open architecture ' it is evident through their 

built work that this is not the case in the function -

al sense . While there is a certain refusal to a pre -

scribed typology , the functional execution of the 

building remains determined. The infiltration of 
the criteria of one form could be the defining pa - the public in the House of Music 11 , combined with 
rameters of another. This understanding appropri -

ately situates glitch as implicit in its environment. 

While the practice of the gl itch in the context of the 

workshop was a momentary occurrence it set up 

dialogue between a normalised geometry and an 

implicated geometry that was dynamic in nature. 

Uti lising knowledge and perspective derived from 

the summer workshop allowed a critical digitially 

based analysis of Coop Himmelb(l)au 's work . It did 

so across a number of recently built projects, with 

cross examination to earlier projects . As a result 

parallels could be drawn that informed the study 

with evidence of evolution . Of significance is the 

development of Coop Himmelb(l)au 's manipulation 

of prescribed constructed elements. The presence 

of the double helix in both BMW Welt (2006) and 

UFA Cinema Centre (1998) demonstrated an evolu -

tion from an objective representation of eucludian 

geometry to an integrated formalism . This ques -

tioned the given principles of structure surrounding 

the column and associated elements . This too has 

the effect to question the functionality of such el

ements and was the begining of a shift in the firms 

a reoccuring presence of an unprescribed circula -

tory network , reinforces irrationality and is an at -

tempt to dilute prescribed perceptions of space . 

The building remains symbolic in its approach to 

indeterminism and more so puts into question the 

idea of typology by means of irrationality , rather 

than denoting typology altogether. In compari -

son to the execution of glitch , Coop Himmelb(I) 

au 's understanding of open form (and a more ob -

scure sense of the type) , lends itself to aesthet -

ic representaiton rather than process . Glitch on 

the otherhand is open processes and goals con -

stantly shifting due to exploration and intermedi -

ate findings, an idea that lends itself to process 

over aesthetics . In this sense the study was more 

so concerned with the performative rather than 

aesthetic function about models in architecture . 

This may be one way of evaluating Coop Him -

melb(l)au 's work and it in no way undermines 

the unquestionably powerful emotive and spa-

tial presence that they bring to a given situation . 
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Figure 9.1: (From the left) Nefeli , Erick, and Nicholas 
at the Benaki Museum, Pireos (author, 2015) 
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